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FANFARE
You were called to your seat tonight by ‘Fanfare for the Common Patron’ composed by 25-year-old 
a musician and researcher Cara Zydor Fesjian. Perth Festival’s Education Program, in partnership 
with ECU WAAPA, provided four emerging young composers a mentorship with Rebecca Erin Smith 
to develop fanfares for the Festival. These were recorded by professional musicians and replace 
traditional theatre bells at Festival venues. Visit perthfestival.com.au for more information on the 
Fanfare project and this composition.

Perth Festival acknowledges that our events take 
place on the lands of the Noongar people. 

Choreography Damien Jalet
Set Designer Kohei Nawa
Music Marihiko Hara with special guest Ryuichi Sakamoto
Lighting Designer Yukiko Yoshimoto
Dancers Mirai Moriyama, Aimilios Arapoglou, Nobuyoshi Asai, Jun Morii, Mayumu Minakawa, 
Naoko Tozawa, Nicola Leahey 
Technical Director So Ozaki
Technicians Masato Kodama, Reo Nukumizu (SANDWICH Inc.)
Project Manager Noriko Horie

Supported by The Japan Foundation, Sydney
Supported by Grand Marble, Kyoto

Latecomers not admitted

WARNING This production contains nudity and is recommended for ages 15+

HEATH LEDGER THEATRE  |  1 – 4 MAR  |  60MINS NO INTERVAL
POST SHOW CONVERSATION  |  FRI 2 MAR, 9PM

BIOGRAPHIES

As a dancer and a choreographer, Damien Jalet has worked in a 
wide range of areas, including collaborating with sculptor Antony 
Gormley (Babel), musicians, choreographers, movie directors 
and designers as a co-creator, and has provided choreography 
for opera and music videos. In 2013 he collaborated with Sidi 
Larbi Cherkaoui and Marina Abramovic  to restage Boléro, 
premiering at the Paris Opera, and he recently collaborated with 
them again for Pelleas and Melisande, his opera  debut 
co-directed with Cherkaoui with a set by Abramovic and 
costumes by Iris Van Herpen.

In 2013 Jalet was appointed Chevalier de l’ordre des arts et des 
lettres by the French government. His recent works include 
THR(O)UGH (in collaboration with Jim Hodges), BABEL 7.16 (at 
the Festival d’Avignon) and Skid for 17 dancers created for the 
Gotenborg dance company and performed entirely on a 34 
degree platform. Jalet was named guest artistic director of the 
UK National Youth Dance Company for 2017 and most recently 
choreographed dance scenes in the upcoming film Suspiria 
directed by Call Me by Your Name director Luca Guadagnino 
and starring Tilda Swinton and Dakota Johnson with an original 
soundtrack by Thom Yorke.

Born in 1975 and currently based in Kyoto, Kohei Nawa is a 
sculptor and professor of Kyoto University of Art and Design. He 
graduated from Kyoto City University of Arts in 1998 with a BFA 
in Sculpture, followed by an MFA in sculpture in 2000 and a PhD 
in Fine Art/Sculpture in 2003. In 2011, his solo exhibition KOHEI 
NAWA - SYNTHESIS took place at the Museum of Contemporary 
Art Tokyo. He is the director of SANDWICH, a creative platform 
that he established in Kyoto in 2009 for multidisciplinary 
creative work involving architects, photographers, designers and 
other creators as well as artists.

DAMIEN JALET
DANCER & CHOREOGRAPHER

KOHEI NAWA 
SCULPTOR & SET DESIGNER



A NOTE FROM
        DAMIEN JALET

One afternoon while performing at the 2013 Aichi Triennale, I had a small window to catch 
some of the works presented that year. Because I didn’t have much time I nearly didn’t go 
up to the last floor but what followed confirmed for me that sometimes very small choices 
can alter the course of your life. Entering Kohei Nawa’s Foam I had one of those artistic 
shocks I can count on the fingers of one hand. The scale of the project, the perfect balance 
between its simplicity and its complexity, its organicity, the emotional abstraction contained 
in it, everything about it was striking for me. I felt inspired, artistically reinvigorated. I left the 
room convinced that I had to meet the artist who created this and that it was an absolute 
necessity for us to collaborate.

Speaking different languages, coming from radically different cultures and ways of working, 
and having busy schedules, it took time for Kohei and I to understand on which common 
ground we would construct a collaborative work. I certainly had no intention of working 
superficially with him. I was not interested in asking him to create the backdrop set for a 
choreographic piece. I really wanted us to invent something symbiotic, where we would 
both act in the continuity of each other. After a year of conversations we finally obtained a 
residency together in Kyoto.

If dance is probably the most ephemeral art of all, sculpture was always for me the closest to 
a form of eternity. While dance – existing through the medium of a mortal body – only exists 
in a defined moment, sculpture – doomed by its immobility to immortality – can traverse 
centuries. Both of those disciplines express themselves through a form of physical presence, 
both contain the energy of their creators, released in the case of choreography, contained in 
the sculptor’s approach.

We started defining what force was common to our mutual practices – gravity seemed the 
right currency. As dancers we acknowledge it constantly, whether is to resist or surrender to 
it. Kohei uses it to paint or sculpt; it is omnipresent in all his work. The idea of surrendering 
to or resisting this invisible force brought us to one of the most essential aspects of our 
condition – the fact that even though we are solid beings, we are made of more than 50 
percent water. Water seems to follow gravity unconditionally. A drop of water can betray an 
apparently flat floor, a waterfall is one of the most evocative displays of gravity’s power; a 
solid body while under the same gravitational force can instead show signs of resistance. 

There’s a connection between gravity and the unconscious. In the case of hypnosis or 
just falling asleep, you have to allow your muscles to surrender to gravity. This relationship 
between physical laws and the world of the unconscious has been a strong inspiration since 
we started to develop the work.

One day, Kohei came up with a peculiar adhesive that became the first material we would use 
in our collaboration. It has a very singular consistency when mixed with water – it’s solid when 
manipulated but melts completely in your hands when you stop moving it, and it does so with a 
delay that seems like a waterfall in slow-motion. You can walk on it if you’re fast enough, but if 
you just stand still on it, you’ll sink in like quicksand. It functions a bit like lava, liquid that can turn 
solid, but its colour is that of milk.

The connections between mythology and landscape, between gravity and unconscious are 
at the core of my collaboration with Kohei. Having found the main physical component, it 
somehow, being half liquid, demanded a container to shape it. Working with Kohei pushed me 
to look at the human body also like a material, capable of abstraction, with specific proportions, 
geometry and with great sculptural potential. Re-questioning the shape of the human body 
and trying to highlight its semblance and similarity to non-human entities, we explored it like a 
place of evolution and devolution, between Darwinism and science fiction, somehow creating 
a new mythology out of anatomy. Exploring the body like an unknown territory seemed to work 
best by hiding its most humanly recognisable feature, the one that bears the more distinctive 
signs of our social identity, the head, and most specifically the face. By doing so you blur any 
obvious sign of gender, age, ethnicity. The eye of the viewer starts to look at the body in a 
refreshed way, projecting, associating new meaning, realising an endlessly mysterious potential 
of transformations, especially when those headless bodies combine and fuse and allow new 
potentials of movement, of geometrical figures, sometimes reminiscent to the animal realm, 
sometimes more abstract like the shape of a DNA chain, the flow of underwater plants, the allure 
of a stone. Somehow this kind of radical approach participated in creating a tension, in inviting 
the audience to relate in another way to the performing body, without the use of masks or other 
special effects.

A NOTE FROM 
          KOHEI NAWA

Foam, an installation in which small bubbles form continually in the dark and accumulate to 
form an autonomous organic structure comprised of foam, provided the connection that 
resulted in my meeting Damien Jalet, and led to the Vessel project. The stage design for Vessel 
is based on the world-view of Foam, further adding a focus on gravity and on the relationship 
with life.

The force enabling living things to stand up and the force that attempts to level things out are 
each a part of our existence. To create a place where those forces are in opposition, I made a 
shape where the ground surface rises up, but has a crater in the center, and floated the shape 
in a shallow basin. This is the vessel. The crater is filled with a bubbling white liquid, and if the 
earth’s surface is thought of as skin, it can look like an unhealed wound. This vessel, holding 
the land, water, and the circulation of life is a place where reproduction and predation of life 
forms repeat continuously, marking the endless cycle of birth, death, and rebirth.

This allusion to transmigration is a reference to my Vessel of Transmigration, a sculpture that 
I made when I was studying outside Japan. Damien suggested that we adopt it as the basic 
concept for this project.
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The shamanism and myths of Japan that interest Damien are reflected in his choreography through very 
symbolic forms, as can be seen in the distinctive poses and ritual actions. The attempt at dancing in a 
headless state with the head concealed was decided in the initial stages. We both realised that it was 
important in our aim to fuse sculpture and dance.

The headless bodies wriggle, intertwine and transform repeatedly as they display many different figures. 
Watching the dancers practice, their physiques seemed to have transformed into meaty organic objects 
that were no longer people. Every pose was attractive in sculptural terms, inspiring a multitude of ideas for 
how they could be arranged within the space. 

Damien was particlarly involved in symmetrical posing with strong frontality. A figure transforms in front of 
your eyes as the performers coalesce – one, two, three, five, seven dancers – while constantly retaining 
left-right symmetry. When such a figure is placed onto the basin, a further symmetry emerges as a mirror 
image creates vertical symmetry. We refilled the water in the studio every day, shining lights on the dancers 
as Damien conducted trial after trial to experiment with the choreography. Lighting and audio were 
extremely important factors, with the lighting supporting the density of the physical experience of the 
performance and bringing out subtle distinctions in texture, while music amplified that further, penetrating 
deep into the body of each member of the audience.

The performance begins with a scene like the Sai no Kawara from Japanese mythology, a dry riverbed in 
a Limbo-like realm of the dead. The dancers commence at the place where souls come into existence 
in Yomi, the realm of the dead, positioned on the basin that marks the boundary between our world and 
the other world. The souls that roam around in this realm transform from cairns of stones on the kawara 
riverbed to shapes such as a bird, flora, insect, totem, lion, and spider, and eventually sink into the liquid 
in the center of the vessel. That takes them down to the lower realm where Earth is located, signifying the 
potential to leave the realm of the dead and be reborn.

Of course, this performance is not attempting to convey a story in any fixed, linear fashion. What we were 
aiming for was a fusion of dance and sculpture in the realm of vague and obscure images. And when what 
we produced actually reached the stage, the result far surpassed any of our expectations. That is surely 
due to the superb physical prowess of the seven dancers, together with fact that their bodies and dance 
were able to become a completely new vocabulary.
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